SAFE CUSTODY
And here, no doubt, such as read will see our fatal
mistake.
I was facing the sun and peering into what was as
good as a grotto, so thick were the veils of foliage
hanging over the steps: but the thieves were within
the grotto, looking out up«n the battlements lit with
the morning sun.
• In our defence I may remember that except by
night we had never set eyes on the place, and had
had but slight means of judging the density of the
wood.
Be that as it may, exactly at a quarter past seven
a bullet went by my ear, to flatten itself on the wall
some two or three paces from where Olivia stood, and,
though I am glad to think I returned the fire, I knew
in that moment that we had missed a tide which
would rise no more.
Harris had seen and studied me, though I had never
seen him : then, taking his time, he had done his best
to kill me—a bold, but politic stroke, for while his
retreat was assured, no one but Bunch and Bugle had
seen him fire and no one but they could prove that he
had so much as set foot on the postern steps.
So we threw away the chance of a lifetime, for the
bird was in the jaws of the net and, but for my ap-
pearance, must have been taken within a quarter of an
hour. And then from now on the course of this tale
would have been as smooth and easy as that of some
sheltered river, stealing past water-meadows that yield
to its slightest whim, instead of that of some rude and
troubled water that fights its way through rugged,
unkind country, the lie of which besets it, continually
opposing its efforts to gain the sea.
Our discussion of this fiasco was dismal and empty
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